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CHAPTER 6 
SUBJECTIVE NECESSITY FOR SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS 

 

The Ethical Culture Societies held a summer school at Ply-
mouth, Massachusetts, in 1892, to which they invited several people 
representing the then new Settlement movement, that they might 
discuss with others the general theme of Philanthropy and Social 
Progress.  

I venture to produce here parts of a lecture I delivered in Ply-
mouth, both because I have found it impossible to formulate with 
the same freshness those early motives and strivings, and because, 
when published with other papers given that summer, it was re-
ceived by the Settlement people themselves as a satisfactory state-
ment.  

I remember on golden summer afternoon during the sessions of 
the summer school that several of us met on the shores of a pond in 
a pine wood a few miles from Plymouth, to discuss our new move-
ment. The natural leader of the group was Robert A. Woods. He 
had recently returned from a residence in Toynbee Hall, London, to 
open Andover House in Boston, and had just issued a book, “Eng-
lish Social Movements,” in which he had gathered together and fo-
cused the many forms of social endeavor preceding and contempo-
raneous with the English Settlements. There were Miss Vida D. 
Scudder and Miss Helena Dudley from the College Settlement As-
sociation, Miss Julia C. Lathrop and myself from Hull-House. Some 
of us had numbered our years as far as thirty, and we all carefully 
avoided the extravagance of statement which characterizes youth, 
and yet I doubt if anywhere on the continent that summer could 

have been found a group of people more genuinely interested in so-
cial development or more sincerely convinced that they had found a 
clue by which the conditions in crowded cities might be understood 
and the agencies for social betterment developed.  

We were all careful to avoid saying that we had found a “life 
work,” perhaps with an instinctive dread of expending all our en-
ergy in vows of constancy, as so often happens; and yet it is
interesting to note that of all the people whom I have recalled as the
enthusiasts at that little conference have remained attached to
Settlements in actual residence for longer or shorter periods each 
year during the eighteen years that have elapsed since then, 
although they have also been closely identified as publicists or 
governmental officials with movements outside. It is as if they had 
discovered that the Settlement was too valuable as a method as a 
way of approach to the social question to abandoned, although they 
had long since discovered it was not a “social movement” in itself. 
This, however, is anticipating the future, whereas the following 
paper on “The Subjective Necessity for Social Settlements” should 
have a chance to speak for itself. It is perhaps too late in the day to 
express regret for its stilted title.  

 
 
 

This paper is an attempt to analyze the motives which underlie a 
movement based, not only upon conviction, but upon genuine emo-
tion, wherever educated young people are seeking an outlet for that 
sentiment for universal brotherhood, which the best spirit of our 
times is forcing from an emotion into a motive. These young people 
accomplish little toward the solution of this social problem, and 
bear the brunt of being cultivated into unnourished, oversensitive 
lives. They have been shut off from the common labor by which 
they live which is a great source of moral and physical health. They 
feel a fatal want of harmony between their theory and their lives, a 
lack of coordination between thought and action. I think it is hard 
for us to realize how seriously many of them are taking to the no-
tion of human brotherhood, how eagerly they long to give tangible 
expression to the democratic ideal. These young men and women, 
longing to socialize their democracy, are animated by certain hopes 
which may be thus loosely formulated; that if in a democratic coun-
try nothing can be permanently achieved save through the masses 
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of the people, it will be impossible to establish a higher political life 
than the people themselves crave; that it is difficult to see how the 
notion of a higher civic life can be fostered save through common 
intercourse; that the blessings which we associate with a life of re-
finement and cultivation can be made universal and must be made 
universal if they are to be permanent; that the good we secure for 
ourselves is precarious and uncertain, is floating in mid-air, until it 
is secured for all of us and incorporated into our common life. It is 
easier to state these hopes than to formulate the line of motives, 
which I believe to constitute the trend of the subjective pressure 
toward the Settlement. There is something primordial about these 
motives, but I am perhaps overbold in designating them as a great 
desire to share the race life. We all bear traces of the starvation 
struggle which for so long made up the life of the race. Our very 
organism holds memories and glimpses of that long life of our an-
cestors, which still goes on among so many of our contemporaries. 
Nothing so deadens the sympathies and shrivels the power of en-
joyment as the persistent keeping away from the great opportuni-
ties for helpfulness and a continual ignoring of the starvation 
struggle which makes up the life of at least half the race. To shut 
one’s self away from that half of the race life is to shut one’s self 
away from the most vital part of it; it is to live out but half the hu-
manity to which we have been born heir and to use but half our fac-
ulties. We have all had longings for a fuller life which should in-
clude the use of these faculties. These longings are the physical 
complement of the “Intimations of Immortality,” on which no ode 
has yet been written. To portray these would be the work of a poet, 
and it is hazardous for any but a poet to attempt it.  

You may remember the forlorn feeling which occasionally seizes 
you when you arrive early in the morning a stranger in a great city: 
the stream of laboring people goes past you as you gaze through the 
plate-glass window of your hotel; you see hard working men lifting 
great burdens; you hear the driving and jostling of huge carts and 
your heart sinks with a sudden sense of futility. The door opens be-
hind you and you turn to the man who brings you in your breakfast 
with a quick sense of human fellowship. You find yourself praying 
that you may never lose your hold on it all. A more poetic prayer 

would be that the great mother breasts of our common humanity, 
with its labor and suffering and its homely comforts, may never be 
withheld from you. You turn helplessly to the waiter and feel that it 
would be almost grotesque to claim from him the sympathy you 
crave because civilization has placed you apart, but you resent your 
position with a sudden sense of snobbery. Literature is full of por-
trayals of these glimpses: they come to shipwrecked men on rafts; 
they overcome the differences of an incongruous multitude when in 
the presence of a great danger or when moved by a common enthu-
siasm. They are not, however, confined to such moments, and if we 
were in the habit of telling them to each other, the recital would be 
as long as the tales of children are, when they sit down on the green 
grass and confide to each other how many times they have remem-
bered that they lived once before. If these childish tales are the stir-
ring of inherited impressions, just so surely is the other the striving 
of inherited powers.  

“It is true that there is nothing after disease, indigence and a 
sense of guilt, so fatal to health and to life itself as the want of a 
proper outlet for active faculties.” I have seen young girls suffer and 
grow sensibly lowered in vitality in the first years after they leave 
school. In our attempt then to give a girl pleasure and freedom from 
care we succeed, for the most part, in making her pitifully miserable. 
She finds “life” so different from what she expected it to be. She is 
besotted with innocent little ambitions, and does not understand 
this apparent waste of herself, this elaborate preparation, if no work 
is provided for her. There is a heritage of noble obligation which 
young people accept and long to perpetuate. The desire for action, 
the wish to right wrong and alleviate suffering haunts them daily. 
Society smiles at it indulgently instead of making it of value to it-
self. The wrong to them begins even farther back, when we restrain 
the first childish desires for “doing good”, and tell them that they 
must wait until they are older and better fitted. We intimate that 
social obligation begins at a fixed date, forgetting that it begins at 
birth itself. We treat them as children who, with strong-growing 
limbs, are allowed to use their legs but not their arms, or whose 
legs are daily carefully exercised that after a while their arms may 
be put to high use. We do this in spite of the protest of the best edu-
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cators, Locke and Pestalozzi. We are fortunate in the meantime if 
their unused members do not weaken and disappear. They do some-
times. There are a few girls who, by the time they are “educated”, 
forget their old childish desires to help the world and to play with 
poor little girls “who haven’t playthings”. Parents are often incon-
sistent: they deliberately expose their daughters to knowledge of 
the distress in the world; they send them to hear missionary ad-
dresses on famines in India and China; they accompany them to lec-
tures on the suffering in Siberia; they agitate together over the for-
gotten region of East London. In addition to this, from babyhood 
the altruistic tendencies of these daughters are persistently culti-
vated. They are taught to be self-forgetting and self-sacrificing, to 
consider the good of the whole before the good of the ego. But when 
all this information and culture show results, when the daughter 
comes back from college and begins to recognize her social claim to 
the “submerged tenth”, and to evince a disposition to fulfill it, the 
family claim is strenuously asserted; she is told that she is unjusti-
fied, ill-advised in her efforts. If she persists, the family too often are 
injured and unhappy unless the efforts are called missionary and the 
religious zeal of the family carry them over their sense of abuse. 
When this zeal does not exist, the result is perplexing. It is a curi-
ous violation of what we would fain believe a fundamental law--that 
the final return of the deed is upon the head of the doer. The deed is 
that of exclusiveness and caution, but the return, instead of falling 
upon the head of the exclusive and cautious, falls upon a young head 
full of generous and unselfish plans. The girl loses something vital 
out of her life to which she is entitled. She is restricted and unhappy; 
her elders meanwhile, are unconscious of the situation and we have 
all the elements of a tragedy.  

We have in America a fast-growing number of cultivated young 
people who have no recognized outlet for their active faculties. 
They hear constantly of the great social maladjustment, but no way 
is provided for them to change it, and their uselessness hangs about 
them heavily. Huxley declares that the sense of uselessness is the 
severest shock which the human system can sustain, and that if per-
sistently sustained, it results in atrophy of function. These young 
people have had advantages of college, of European travel, and of 

economic study, but they are sustaining this shock of inaction. They 
have pet phrases, and they tell you that the things that make us all 
alike are stronger than the things that make us different. They say 
that all men are united by needs and sympathies far more perma-
nent and radical than anything that temporarily divides them and 
sets them in opposition to each other. If they affect art, they say that 
the decay in artistic expression is due to the decay in ethics, that art 
when shut away from the human interests and from the great mass 
of humanity is self-destructive. They tell their elders with all the 
bitterness of youth that if they expect success from them in business 
or politics or in whatever lines their ambition for them has run, they 
must let them consult all of humanity; that they must let them find 
out what the people want and how they want it. It is only the 
stronger young people, however, who formulate this. Many of them 
dissipate their energies in so-called enjoyment. Others not content 
with that, go on studying and go back to college for their second 
degrees; not that they are especially fond of study, but because they 
want something definite to do, and their powers have been trained 
in the direction of mental accumulation. Many are buried beneath 
this mental accumulation with lowered vitality and discontent. Wal-
ter Besant says they have had the vision that Peter had when he saw 
the great sheet let down from heaven, wherein was neither clean 
nor unclean. He calls it the sense of humanity. It is not philanthropy 
nor benevolence, but a thing fuller and wider than either of these.  

This young life, so sincere in its emotion and good phrases and 
yet so undirected, seems to me as pitiful as the other great mass of 
destitute lives. One is supplementary to the other, and some method 
of communication can surely be devised. Mr. Barnett, who urged 
the first Settlement,--Toynbee Hall, in East London,--recognized 
this need of outlet for the young men of Oxford and Cambridge, and 
hoped that the Settlement would supply the communication. It is 
easy to see why the Settlement movement originated in England, 
where the years of education are more constrained and definite than 
they are here, where class distinctions are more rigid. The necessity 
of it was greater there, but we are fast feeling the pressure of the 
need and meeting the necessity for Settlements in America. Our 
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young people feel nervously the need of putting theory into action, 
and respond quickly to the Settlement form of activity.  

Other motives which I believe make toward the Settlement are 
the result of a certain renaissance going forward in Christianity. 
The impulse to share the lives of the poor, the desire to make social 
service, irrespective of propaganda, express the spirit of Christ, is as 
old as Christianity itself. We have no proof from the records them-
selves that the early Roman Christians, who strained their simple 
art to the point of grotesqueness in their eagerness to record a 
“good news” on the walls of the catacombs, considered this good 
news a religion. Jesus had no set of truths labeled Religious. On the 
contrary, his doctrine was that all truth is one, that the appropria-
tion of it is freedom. His teaching had no dogma to mark it off from 
truth and action in general. He himself called it a revelation--a life. 
These early Roman Christians received the Gospel message, a 
command to love all men, with a certain joyous simplicity. The im-
age of the Good Shepherd is blithe and gay beyond the gentlest 
shepherd of Greek mythology; the hart no longer pants, but rushes 
to the water brooks. The Christians looked for the continuous reve-
lation, but believed what Jesus said, that this revelation, to be re-
tained and made manifest, must be put into terms of action; that ac-
tion is the only medium man has for receiving and appropriating 
truth; that the doctrine must be known through the will.  

That Christianity has to be revealed and embodied in the line of 
social progress is a corollary to the simple proposition, that man’s 
action is found in his social relationships in the way in which he 
connects with his fellows; that his motives for action are the zeal 
and affection with which he regards his fellows. By this simple proc-
ess was created a deep enthusiasm for humanity; which regarded 
man as at once the organ and the object of revelation; and by this 
process came about the wonderful fellowship, the true democracy of 
the early Church, that so captivates the imagination. The early 
Christians were preeminently nonresistant. They believed in love as 
a cosmic force. There was no iconoclasm during the minor peace of 
the Church. They did not yet denounce nor tear down temples, nor 
preach the end of the world. They grew to a mighty number, but it 
never occurred to them, either in their weakness or in their 

strength, to regard other men for an instant as their foes or as 
aliens. The spectacle of the Christians loving all men was the most 
astounding Rome had ever seen. They were eager to sacrifice them-
selves for the weak, for children, and for the aged; they identified 
themselves with slaves and did not avoid the plague; they longed to 
share the common lot that they might receive the constant revela-
tion. It was a new treasure which the early Christians added to the 
sum of all treasures, a joy hitherto unknown in the world--the joy of 
finding the Christ which lieth in each man, but which no man can 
unfold save in fellowship. A happiness ranging from the heroic to 
the pastoral enveloped them. They were to possess a revelation as 
long as life had new meaning to unfold, new action to propose.  

I believe that there is a distinct turning among many young men 
and women toward this simple acceptance of Christ’s message. 
They resent the assumption that Christianity is a set of ideas which 
belong to the religious consciousness, whatever that may be. They 
insist that it cannot be proclaimed and instituted apart from the so-
cial life of the community and that it must seek a simple and natural 
expression in the social organism itself. The Settlement movement 
is only one manifestation of that wider humanitarian movement 
which throughout Christendom, but pre-eminently in England, is 
endeavoring to embody itself, not in a sect, but in society itself.  

I believe that this turning, this renaissance of the early Christian 
humanitarianism, is going on in America, in Chicago, if you please, 
without leaders who write or philosophize, without much speaking, 
but with a bent to express in social service and in terms of action 
the spirit of Christ. Certain it is that spiritual force is found in the 
Settlement movement, and it is also true that this force must be 
evoked and must be called into play before the success of any Set-
tlement is assured. There must be the overmastering belief that all 
that is noblest in life is common to men as men, in order to accentu-
ate the likenesses and ignore the differences which are found among 
the people whom the Settlement constantly brings into juxtaposi-
tion. It may be true, as the Positivists insist, that the very religious 
fervor of man can be turned into love for his race, and his desire for 
a future life into content to live in the echo of his deeds; Paul’s for-
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mula of seeking for the Christ which lieth in each man and founding 
our likenesses on him, seems a simpler formula to many of us.  

In a thousand voices singing the Hallelujah Chorus in Handel’s 
“Messiah,” it is possible to distinguish the leading voices, but the 
differences of training and cultivation between them and the voices 
in the chorus, are lost in the unity of purpose and in the fact that 
they are all human voices lifted by a high motive. This is a weak il-
lustration of what a Settlement attempts to do. It aims, in a meas-
ure, to develop whatever of social life its neighborhood may afford, 
to focus and give form to that life, to bring to bear upon it the re-
sults of cultivation and training; but it receives in exchange for the 
music of isolated voices the volume and strength of the chorus. It is 
quite impossible for me to say in what proportion or degree the sub-
jective necessity which led to the opening of Hull-House combined 
the three trends: first, the desire to interpret democracy in social 
terms; secondly, the impulse beating at the very source of our lives, 
urging us to aid in the race progress; and, thirdly, the Christian 
movement toward humanitarianism. It is difficult to analyze a living 
thing; the analysis is at best imperfect. Many more motives may 
blend with the three trends; possibly the desire for a new form of 
social success due to the nicety of imagination, which refuses 
worldly pleasures unmixed with the joys of self-sacrifice; possibly a 
love of approbation, so vast that it is not content with the treble 
clapping of delicate hands, but wishes also to hear the bass notes 
from toughened palms, may mingle with these.  

The Settlement then, is an experimental effort to aid in the solu-
tion of the social and industrial problems which are engendered by 
the modern conditions of life in a great city. It insists that these 
problems are not confined to any one portion of a city. It is an at-
tempt to relieve, at the same time, the overaccumulation at one end 
of society and the destitution at the other; but it assumes that this 
overaccumulation and destitution is most sorely felt in the things 
that pertain to social and educational privileges. From its very na-
ture it can stand for no political or social propaganda. It must, in a 
sense, give the warm welcome of an inn to all such propaganda, if 
perchance one of them be found an angel. The only thing to be 
dreaded in the Settlement is that it lose its flexibility, its power of 

quick adaptation, its readiness to change its methods as its envi-
ronment may demand. It must be open to conviction and must have 
a deep and abiding sense of tolerance. It must be hospitable and 
ready for experiment. It should demand from its residents a scien-
tific patience in the accumulation of facts and the steady holding of 
their sympathies as one of the best instruments for that accumula-
tion. It must be grounded in a philosophy whose foundation is on 
the solidarity of the human race, a philosophy which will not waver 
when the race happens to be represented by a drunken woman or an 
idiot boy. Its residents must be emptied of all conceit of opinion and 
all self-assertion, and ready to arouse and interpret the public opin-
ion of their neighborhood. They must be content to live quietly side 
by side with their neighbors, until they grow into a sense of rela-
tionship and mutual interests. Their neighbors are held apart by dif-
ferences of race and language which the residents can more easily 
overcome. They are bound to see the needs of their neighborhood as 
a whole, to furnish data for legislation, and to use their influence to 
secure it. In short, residents are pledged to devote themselves to the 
duties of good citizenship and to the arousing of the social energies 
which too largely lie dormant in every neighborhood given over to 
industrialism. They are bound to regard the entire life of their city 
as organic, to make an effort to unify it, and to protest against its 
over-differentiation.  

It is always easy to make all philosophy point one particular 
moral and all history adorn one particular tale; but I may be for-
given the reminder that the best speculative philosophy sets forth 
the solidarity of the human race; that the highest moralists have 
taught that without the advance and improvement of the whole, no 
man can hope for any lasting improvement in his own moral or ma-
terial individual condition; and that the subjective necessity for So-
cial Settlements is therefore identical with that necessity, which 
urges us on toward social and individual salvation.  
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CHAPTER 8 
PROBLEMS OF POVERTY 

 
That neglected and forlorn old age is daily brought to the atten-

tion of a Settlement which undertakes to bear its share of the 
neighborhood burden imposed by poverty, was pathetically clear to 
us during our first months of residence at Hull-House. One day a 
boy of ten led a tottering old lady into the House, saying that she 
had slept for six weeks in their kitchen on a bed made up next to the 
stove; that she had come when her son died, although none of them 
had ever seen her before; but because her son had “once worked in 
the same shop with Pa she thought of him when she had nowhere to 
go.” The little fellow concluded by saying that our house was so 
much bigger than theirs that he thought we would have more room 
for beds. The old woman herself said absolutely nothing, but look-
ing on with that gripping fear of the poorhouse in her eyes, she was 
a living embodiment of that dread which is so heartbreaking that 
the occupants of the County Infirmary themselves seem scarcely 
less wretched than those who are making their last stand against it.  

This look was almost more than I could bear for only a few days 
before some frightened women had bidden me come quickly to the 
house of an old German woman, whom two men from the country 
agent’s office were attempting to remove to the County Infirmary. 
The poor old creature had thrown herself bodily upon a small and 
battered chest of drawers and clung there, clutching it so firmly 
that it would have been impossible to remove her without also tak-
ing the piece of furniture . She did not weep nor moan nor indeed 
make any human sound, but between her broken gasps for breath 
she squealed shrilly like a frightened animal caught in a trap. The 
little group of women and children gathered at her door stood 
aghast at this realization of the black dread which always clouds the 
lives of the very poor when work is slack, but which constantly 
grows more imminent and threatening as old age approaches. The 
neighborhood women and I hastened to make all sorts of promises 
as to the support of the old woman and the country officials, only 
too glad to be rid of their unhappy duty, left her to our ministra-
tions. This dread of the poorhouse, the result of centuries of deter-

rent Poor Law administration, seemed to me not without some jus-
tification one summer when I found myself perpetually distressed 
by the unnecessary idleness and forlornness of the old women in the 
Cook County Infirmary, many of whom I had known in the years 
when activity was still a necessity, and when they yet felt bustlingly 
important. To take away from an old woman whose life has been 
spent in household cares all the foolish little belongings to which 
her affections cling and to which her very fingers have become ac-
customed, is to take away her last incentive to activity, almost to life 
itself. To give an old woman only a chair and a bed, to leave her no 
cupboard in which her treasures may be stowed, not only that she 
may take them out when she desires occupation, but that their mind 
may dwell upon them in moments of revery, is to reduce living al-
most beyond the limit of human endurance.  

The poor creature who clung so desperately to her chest of 
drawers was really clinging to the last remnant of normal living--a 
symbol of all she was asked to renounce. For several years after this 
summer I invited five or six old women to take a two weeks’ vaca-
tion from the poorhouse which was eagerly and even gaily accepted. 
Almost all the old men in the County Infirmary wander away each 
summer taking their chances for finding food or shelter and return 
much refreshed by the little “tramp,” but the old women cannot do 
this unless they have some help from the outside, and yet the ex-
penditure of a very little money secures for them the coveted vaca-
tion. I found that a few pennies paid their car fare into town, a dol-
lar a week procured lodging with an old acquaintance; assured of 
two good meals a day in the Hull-House coffee-house they could 
count upon numerous cups of tea among old friends to whom they 
would airily state that they had “come out for a little change” and 
hadn’t yet made up their minds about “going in again for the win-
ter.” They thus enjoyed a two weeks’ vacation to the top of their 
bent and returned with wondrous tales of their adventures, with 
which they regaled the other paupers during the long winter.  

The reminiscences of these old women, their shrewd comments 
upon life, their sense of having reached a point where they may at 
last speak freely with nothing to lose because of their frankness, 
makes them often the most delightful of companions. I recall one of 
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my guests, the mother of many scattered children, whose one bright 
spot through all the dreary years had been the wedding feast of her 
son Mike,--a feast which had become transformed through long 
meditation into the nectar and ambrosia of the very gods. As a 
farewell fling before she went “in” again, we dined together upon 
chicken pie, but it did not taste like the “the chicken pie at Mike’s 
wedding” and she was disappointed after all.  

Even death itself sometimes fails to bring the dignity and seren-
ity which one would fain associate with old age. I recall the dying 
hour of one old Scotchwoman whose long struggle to “keep respect-
able” had so embittered her that her last words were gibes and 
taunts for those who were trying to minister to her. “So you came in 
yourself this morning, did you? You only sent things yesterday. I 
guess you knew when the doctor was coming. Don’t try to warm 
my feet with anything but that old jacket that I’ve got there; it be-
longed to my boy who was drowned at sea nigh thirty years ago, 
but it’s warmer yet with human feelings than any of your damned 
charity hot-water bottles.” Suddenly the harsh gasping voice was 
stilled in death and I awaited the doctor’s coming shaken and horri-
fied.  

The lack of municipal regulation already referred to was, in the 
early days of Hull-House, paralleled by the inadequacy of the chari-
table efforts of the city and an unfounded optimism that there was 
no real poverty among us. Twenty years ago there was no Charity 
Organization Society in Chicago and the Visiting Nurse Association 
had not yet begun its beneficial work, while the relief societies, al-
though conscientiously administered, were inadequate in extent and 
antiquated in method.  

As social reformers gave themselves over to discussion of gen-
eral principles, so the poor invariably accused poverty itself of their 
destruction. I recall a certain Mrs. Moran, who was returning one 
rainy day from the office of the county agent with her arms full of 
paper bags containing beans and flour which alone lay between her 
children and starvation. Although she had no money she boarded a 
street car in order to save her booty from complete destruction by 
the rain, and as the burst bags dropped “flour on the ladies’ dresses” 

and ““beans all over the place,” she was sharply reprimanded by the 
conductor, who was the further exasperated when he discovered she 
had no fare. He put her off, as she had hoped he would, almost in 
front of Hull-House. She related to us her state of mind as she 
stepped off the car and saw the last of her wares disappearing; she 
admitted she forgot the proprieties and “cursed a little,” but, curi-
ously enough, she pronounced her malediction, not against the rain 
nor the conductor, nor yet against the worthless husband who had 
been set up to the city prison, but, true to the Chicago spirit of the 
moment, went to the root of the matter and roundly “cursed pov-
erty.”  

This spirit of generalization and lack of organization among the 
charitable forces of the city was painfully revealed in that terrible 
winter after the World’s Fair, when the general financial depression 
throughout the country was much intensified in Chicago by the 
numbers of unemployed stranded at the close of the exposition. 
When the first cold weather came the police stations and the very 
corridors of the city hall were crowded by men who could afford no 
other lodging. They made huge demonstrations on the lake front, 
reminding one of the London gatherings in Trafalgar Square.  

It was the winter in which Mr. Stead wrote his indictment of 
Chicago. I can vividly recall his visits to Hull-House, some of them 
between eleven and twelve o’clock at night, when he would come in 
wet and hungry from an investigation of the levee district, and 
while he was drinking hot chocolate before an open fire, would re-
late in one of his curious monologues, his experience as an out-of-
door laborer standing in line without an overcoat for two hours in 
the sleet, that he might have a chance to sweep the streets; or his 
adventures with a crook, who mistook him for one of this own kind 
and offered him a place as an agent for a gambling house, which he 
promptly accepted. Mr. Stead was much impressed with the mixed 
goodness in Chicago, the lack of rectitude in many high places, the 
simple kindness of the most wretched to each other. Before he pub-
lished “If Christ Came to Chicago” he made his attempt to rally the 
diverse moral forces of the city in a huge mass meeting, which re-
sulted in a temporary organization, later developing into the Civic 
Federation. I was a member of the committee of five appointed to 
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carry out the suggestions made in this remarkable meeting, and or 
first concern was to appoint a committee to deal with the unem-
ployed. But when has a committee ever dealt satisfactorily with the 
unemployed? Relief stations were opened in various part of the city, 
temporary lodging houses were established, Hull-House undertak-
ing to lodge the homeless women who could be received nowhere 
else; employment stations were opened giving sewing to the 
women, and street sweeping for the men was organized. It was in 
connection with the latter that the perplexing question of the dan-
ger of permanently lowering wages at such a crisis, in the praise-
worthy effort to bring speedy relief, was brought home to me. I in-
sisted that it was better to have the men work half a day for sev-
enty-five cents than a whole day for a dollar, better that they should 
earn three dollars in two days than in three days. I resigned from 
the street-cleaning committee in despair of making the rest of the 
committee understand that, as our real object was not street clean-
ing but the help of the unemployed, we must treat the situation in 
such wise that the men would not be worse off when they returned 
to their normal occupations. The discussion opened up situations 
new to me and carried me far afield in perhaps the most serious 
economic reading I have ever done.  

A beginning also was then made toward a Bureau of Organized 
Charities, the main office being put in charge of a young man re-
cently come from Boston, who lived at Hull-House. But to employ 
scientific methods for the first time at such a moment involved diffi-
culties, and the most painful episode of the winter came for me from 
an attempt on my part to conform to carefully received instructions. 
A shipping clerk whom I had known for a long time had lost his 
place, as so many people had that year, and came to the relief station 
established at Hull-House four or five times to secure help for his 
family. I told him one day of the opportunity for work on the drain-
age canal and intimated that if any employment were obtainable, he 
ought to exhaust that possibility before asking for help. The man 
replied that he had always worked indoors and that he could not 
endure outside work in winter. I am grateful to remember that I 
was too uncertain to be severe, although I held to my instructions. 
He did not come again for relief, but worked for two days digging 

on the canal, where he contracted pneumonia and died a week later. 
I have never lost trace of the two little children he left behind him, 
although I cannot see them without a bitter consciousness that it 
was at their expense I learned that life cannot be administered by 
definite rules and regulations; that wisdom to deal with a man’s dif-
ficulties comes only through some knowledge of his life and habits 
as a whole; and that to treat an isolated episode is almost sure to in-
vite blundering.  

It was also during this winter that I became permanently im-
pressed with the kindness of the poor to each other; the woman who 
lives upstairs will willingly share her breakfast with the family be-
low because she knows they “are hard up”; the man who boarded 
with them last winter will give a month’s rent because he knows the 
father of the family is out of work; the baker across the street who is 
fast being pushed to the wall by his downtown competitors, will 
send across three loaves of stale bread because he has seen the chil-
dren looking longingly into his window and suspects they are hun-
gry. There are also the families who, during times of business de-
pression, are obliged to seek help from the county or some benevo-
lent society, but who are themselves most anxious not to be con-
founded with the pauper class, with whom indeed they do not in the 
least belong. Charles Booth, in his brilliant chapter on the unem-
ployed, expresses regret that the problems of the working class are 
so often confounded with the problems of the inefficient and the 
idle, that although working people live in the same street with those 
in need of charity, to thus confound two problems is to render the 
solution of both impossible.  

I remember one family in which the father had been out of work 
for this same winter, most of the furniture had been pawned, and as 
the worn-out shoes could not be replaced the children could not go 
to school. The mother was ill and barely able to come for the sup-
plies and medicines. Two years later she invited me to supper one 
Sunday evening in the little home which had been completely re-
stored, and she gave as a reason for the invitation that she couldn’t 
bear to have me remember them as they had been during that one 
winter, which she insisted had been unique in her twelve years of 
married life. She said that it was as if she had met me, not as I am 
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ordinarily, but as I should appear misshapen with rheumatism or 
with a face distorted by neuralgic pain; that it was not fair to judge 
poor people that way. She perhaps unconsciously illustrated the dif-
ference between the relief-station relation to the poor and the Set-
tlement relation to its neighbors, the latter wishing to know them 
through all the varying conditions of life, to stand by when they are 
in distress, but by no means to drop intercourse with them when 
normal prosperity has returned, enabling the relation to become 
more social and free from economic disturbance.  

Possibly something of the same effort has to be made within the 
Settlement itself to keep its own sense of proportion in regard to the 
relation of the crowded city quarter to the rest of the country. It 
was in the spring following this terrible winter, during a journey to 
meet lecture engagements in California, that I found myself amazed 
at the large stretches of open country and prosperous towns 
through which we passed day by day, whose existence I had quite 
forgotten.  

In the latter part of the summer of 1895, I served as a member 
on a commission appointed by the mayor of Chicago, to investigate 
conditions in the county poorhouse, public attention having become 
centered on it through one of those distressing stories, which exag-
gerates the wrong in a public institution while at the same time it 
reveals conditions which need to be rectified. However necessary 
publicity is for securing reformed administration, however useful 
such exposures may be for political purposes, the whole is attended 
by such a waste of the most precious human emotions, by such a 
tearing of living tissue, that it can scarcely be endured. Every time I 
entered Hull-House during the days of the investigation, I would 
find waiting for me from twenty to thirty people whose friends and 
relatives were in the suspected institution, all in such acute distress 
of mind that to see them was to look upon the victims of deliberate 
torture. In most cases my visitor would state that it seemed impos-
sible to put their invalids in any other place, but if these stories 
were true, something must be done. Many of the patients were 
taken out only to be returned after a few days or weeks to meet the 
sullen hostility of their attendants and with their own attitude 
changed from confidence to timidity and alarm.  

This piteous dependence of the poor upon the good will of public 
officials was made clear to us in an early experience with a peasant 
woman straight from the fields of Germany, whom we met during 
our first six months at Hull-House. Her four years in America had 
been spent in patiently carrying water up and down two flights of 
stairs, and in washing the heavy flannel suits of iron foundry work-
ers. For this her pay had averaged thirty-five cents a day. Three of 
her daughters had fallen victims to the vice of the city. The mother 
was bewildered and distressed, but understood nothing. We were 
able to induce the betrayer of one daughter to marry her; the sec-
ond, after a tedious lawsuit, supported his child; with the third we 
were able to do nothing. This woman is now living with her family 
in a little house seventeen miles from the city. She has made two 
payments on her land and is a lesson to all beholders as she pastures 
her cow up and down the railroad tracks and makes money from her 
ten acres. She did not need charity for she had an immense capacity 
for hard work, but she sadly needed the service of the State’s attor-
ney office, enforcing the laws designed for the protection of such 
girls as her daughters.  

We early found ourselves spending many hours in efforts to se-
cure support for deserted women, insurance for bewildered widows, 
damages for injured operators, furniture from the clutches of the in-
stallment store. The Settlement is valuable as an information and 
interpretation bureau. It constantly acts between the various insti-
tutions of the city and the people for whose benefit these institu-
tions were erected. The hospitals, the county agencies, and State 
asylums are often but vague rumors to the people who need them 
most. Another function of the Settlement to its neighborhood re-
sembles that of the big brother whose mere presence on the play-
ground protects the little one from bullies.  

We early learned to know the children of hard-driven mothers 
who went out to work all day, sometimes leaving the little things in 
the casual care of a neighbor, but often locking them into their tene-
ment rooms. The first three crippled children we encountered in the 
neighborhood had all been injured while their mothers were at 
work: one had fallen out of a third-story window, another had been 
burned, and the third had a curved spine due to the fact that for 
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for three years he had been tied all day long to the leg of the kitchen 
table, only released at noon by his older brother who hastily ran in 
from a neighboring factory to share his lunch with him. When the 
hot weather came the restless children could not brook the con-
finement of the stuffy rooms, and, as it was not considered safe to 
leave the doors open because of sneak thieves, many of the children 
were locked out. During our first summer an increasing number of 
these poor little mites would wander into the cool hallway of Hull-
House. We kept them there and fed them at noon, in return for 
which we were sometimes offered a hot penny which had been held 
in a tight little fist “ever since mother left this morning, to buy 
something to eat with.” Out of kindergarten hours our little guests 
noisily enjoyed the hospitality of our bedrooms under the so-called 
care of any resident who volunteered to keep an eye on them, but 
later they were moved into a neighboring apartment under more 
systematic supervision.  

Hull-House was thus committed to a day nursery which we sus-
tained for sixteen years first in a little cottage on a side street and 
then in a building designed for its use called the Children’s House. 
It is now carried on by the United Charities of Chicago in a finely 
equipped building on our block, where the immigrant mothers are 
cared for as well as the children, and where they are taught the 
things which will make life in America more possible. Our early day 
nursery brought us into natural relations with the poorest women 
of the neighborhood, many of whom were bearing the burden of dis-
solute and incompetent husbands in addition to the support of their 
children. Some of them presented an impressive manifestation of 
that miracle of affection which outlives abuse, neglect, and crime,--
the affection which cannot be plucked from the heart where it has 
lived, although it may serve only to torture and torment. “Has your 
husband come back?” you inquire of Mrs. S., whom you have known 
for eight years as an overworked woman bringing her three delicate 
children every morning to the nursery; she is bent under the double 
burden of earning the money which supports them and giving them 
the tender care which alone keeps them alive. The oldest two chil-
dren have at last gone to work, and Mrs. S. has allowed herself the 
luxury of staying at home two days a week. And now the worthless 

husband is back again--the “gentlemanly gambler” type who, 
through all vicissitudes, manages to present a white shirtfront and a 
gold watch to the world, but who is dissolute, idle and extravagant. 
You dread to think how much his presence will increase the drain 
upon the family exchequer, and you know that he stayed away until 
he was certain that the children were old enough to earn money for 
his luxuries. Mrs. S. does not pretend to take his return lightly, but 
she replies in all seriousness and simplicity, “You know my feeling 
for him has never changed. You may think me foolish, but I was al-
ways proud of his good looks and educated appearance. I was lonely 
and homesick during those eight years when the children were little 
and needed so much doctoring, but I could never bring myself to 
feel hard toward him, and I used to pray the good Lord to keep him 
from harm and bring him back to us; so, of course, I’m thankful 
now.” She passes on with a dignity which gives one a new sense of 
the security of affection.  

I recall a similar case of a woman who had supported her three 
children for five years, during which time her dissolute husband 
constantly demanded money for drink and kept her perpetually 
worried and intimidated. One Saturday, before the “blessed Easter,” 
he came back from a long debauch, ragged and filthy, but in a state 
of lachrymose repentance. The poor wife received him as a returned 
prodigal, believed that his remorse would prove lasting, and felt 
sure that if she and the children went to church with him on Easter 
Sunday and he could be induced to take the pledge before the priest, 
all their troubles would be ended. After hours of vigorous effort and 
the expenditure of all her savings, he finally sat on the front door-
step the morning of Easter Sunday, bathed, shaved and arrayed in a 
fine new suit of clothes. She left him sitting there in the reluctant 
spring sunshine while she finished washing and dressing the chil-
dren. When she finally opened the front door with the three shining 
children that they might all set forth together, the returned prodi-
gal had disappeared, and was not seen again until midnight, when 
he came back in a glorious state of intoxication from the proceeds of 
his pawned clothes and clad once more in the dingiest attire. She 
took him in without comment, only to begin again the wretched cy-
cle. There were of course instances of the criminal husband as well 
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as of the merely vicious. I recall one woman who, during seven 
years, never missed a visiting day at the penitentiary when she 
might see her husband, and whose little children in the nursery 
proudly reported the messages from father with no notion that he 
was in disgrace, so absolutely did they reflect the gallant spirit of 
their mother.  

While one was filled with admiration for these heroic women, 
something was also to be said for some of the husbands, for the 
sorry men who, for one reason or another, had failed in the struggle 
of life. Sometimes this failure was purely economic and the men 
were competent to give the children, whom they were not able to 
support, the care and guidance and even education which were of 
the highest value. Only a few months ago I met upon the street one 
of the early nursery mothers who for five years had been living in 
another part of the city, and in response to my query as to the wel-
fare of her five children, she bitterly replied, “All of them except 
Mary have been arrested at one time or another, thank you.” In re-
ply to my remark that I thought her husband had always had such 
admirable control over them, she burst out, “That has been the 
whole trouble. I got tired taking care of him and didn’t believe that 
his laziness was all due to his health, as he said, so I left him and 
said that I would support the children, but not him. From that min-
ute the trouble with the four boys began. I never knew what they 
were doing, and after every sort of a scrape I finally put Jack and 
the twins into institutions where I pay for them. Joe has gone to 
work at last, but with a disgraceful record behind him. I tell you I 
ain’t so sure that because a woman can make big money that she can 
be both father and mother to her children.”  

As I walked on, I could but wonder in which particular we are 
most stupid--to judge a man’s worth so solely by his wage-earning 
capacity that a good wife feels justified in leaving him, or in holding 
fast to that wretched delusion that a woman can both support and 
nurture her children.  

One of the most piteous revelations of the futility of the latter at-
tempt came to me through the mother of “Goosie,” as the children 
for years called a little boy who, because he was brought to the 

nursery wrapped up in his mother’s shawl, always had his hair filled 
with the down and small feathers from the feather brush factory 
where she worked. One March morning, Goosie’s mother was hang-
ing out the washing on a shed roof before she left for the factory. 
Five-year-old Goosie was trotting at her heels handing her clothes 
pins, when he was suddenly blown off the roof by the high wind 
into the alley below. His neck was broken by the fall, and as he lay 
piteous and limp on a pile of frozen refuse, his mother cheerily 
called him to “climb up again,” so confident do overworked mothers 
become that their children cannot get hurt. After the funeral, as the 
poor mother sat in the nursery postponing the moment when she 
must go back to her empty rooms, I asked her, in a futile effort to be 
of comfort, if there was anything more we could do for her. The 
overworked, sorrow-stricken woman looked up and replied, “If you 
could give me my wages for to-morrow, I would not go to work in 
the factory at all. I would like to stay at home all day and hold the 
baby. Goosie was always asking me to take him and I never had any 
time.” This statement revealed the condition of many nursery 
mothers who are obliged to forego the joys and solaces which be-
long to even the most poverty-stricken. The long hours of factory 
labor necessary for earning the support of a child leave no time for 
the tender care and caressing which may enrich the life of the most 
piteous baby.  

With all of the efforts made by modern society to nurture and 
educate the young, how stupid it is to permit the mothers of young 
children to spend themselves in the coarser work of the world! It is 
curiously inconsistent that with the emphasis which this generation 
has placed upon the mother and upon the prolongation of infancy, 
we constantly allow the waste of this most precious material. I can-
not recall without indignation a recent experience. I was detained 
late one evening in an office building by a prolonged committee 
meeting of the Board of Education. As I came out at eleven o’clock, 
I met in the corridor of the fourteenth floor a woman whom I knew, 
on her knees scrubbing the marble tiling. As she straightened up to 
greet me, she seemed so wet from her feet up to her chin, that I 
hastily inquired the cause. Her reply was that she left home at five 
o’clock every night and had no opportunity for six hours to nurse 
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her baby. Her mother’s milk mingled with the very water with 
which she scrubbed the floors until she should return at midnight, 
heated and exhausted, to feed her screaming child with what re-
mained within her breasts.  

These are only a few of the problems connected with the lives of 
the poorest people with whom the residents in a Settlement are con-
stantly brought in contact.  

I cannot close this chapter without a reference to that gallant 
company of men and women among whom my acquaintance is so 
large, who are fairly indifferent to starvation itself because of their 
preoccupation with higher ends. Among them are visionaries and 
enthusiasts, unsuccessful artists, writers, and reformers. For many 
years at Hull-House, we knew a well-bred German woman who was 
completely absorbed in the experiment of expressing musical 
phrases and melodies by means of colors. Because she was small and 
deformed, she stowed herself into her trunk every night, where she 
slept on a canvas stretched hammock-wise from the four corners 
and her food was of the meagerest; nevertheless if a visitor left an 
offering upon her table, it was largely spent for apparatus or deli-
cately colored silk floss, with which to pursue the fascinating ex-
periment. Another sadly crippled old woman, the widow of a sea 
captain, although living almost exclusively upon malted milk tablets 
as affording a cheap form of prepared food, was always eager to talk 
of the beautiful illuminated manuscripts she had sought out in her 
travels and to show specimens of her own work as an illuminator. 
Still another of these impressive old women was an inveterate in-
ventor. Although she had seen prosperous days in England, when 
we knew her, she subsisted largely upon the samples given away at 
the demonstration counters of the department stores, and on bits of 
food which she cooked on a coal shovel in the furnace of the apart-
ment house whose basement back room she occupied. Although her 
inventions were not practicable, various experts to whom they were 
submitted always pronounced them suggestive and ingenious. I 
once saw her receive this complimentary verdict--”this ribbon to 
stick in her coat”--with such dignity and gravity that the words of 
condolence for her financial disappointment, died upon my lips.  

These indomitable souls are but three out of many whom I 
might instance to prove that those who are handicapped in the race 
for life’s goods, sometimes play a magnificent trick upon the jade, 
life herself, by ceasing to know whether or not they possess any of 
her tawdry goods and chattels.  
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CHAPTER 11 
IMMIGRANTS AND THEIR CHILDREN 

 
From our very first months at Hull-House we found it much eas-

ier to deal with the first generation of crowded city life than with 
the second or third, because it is more natural and cast in a simpler 
mold. The Italian and Bohemian peasants who live in Chicago still 
put on their bright holiday clothes on a Sunday and go to visit their 
cousins. They tramp along with at least a suggestion of having once 
walked over plowed fields and breathed country air. The second 
generation of city poor too often have no holiday clothes and con-
sider their relations a “bad lot.” I have heard a drunken man in a 
maudlin stage babble of his good country mother and imagine he 
was driving the cows home, and I knew that his little son who 
laughed loud at him would be drunk earlier in life and would have 
no pastoral interlude to his ravings. Hospitality still survives 
among foreigners, although it is buried under false pride among the 
poorest Americans. One thing seemed clear in regard to entertain-
ing immigrants; to preserve and keep whatever of value their past 
life contained and to bring them in contact with a better type of 
Americans. For several years, every Saturday evening the entire 
families of our Italian neighbors were our guests. These evenings 
were very popular during our first winters at Hull-House. Many 
educated Italians helped us, and the house became known as a place 
where Italians were welcome and where national holidays were ob-
served. They come to us with their petty lawsuits, sad relics of the 
vendetta, with their incorrigible boys, with their hospital cases, with 
their aspirations for American clothes, and with their needs for an 
interpreter.  

An editor of an Italian paper made a genuine connection between 
us and the Italian colony, not only with the Neapolitans and the Si-
cilians of the immediate neighborhood, but with the educated con-
nazionali throughout the city, until he went south to start an agri-
cultural colony in Alabama, in the establishment of which Hull-
House heartily cooperated.  

Possibly the South Italians more than any other immigrants 
represent the pathetic stupidity of agricultural people crowded into 
city tenements, and we were much gratified when thirty peasant 

tenements, and we were much gratified when thirty peasant families 
were induced to move upon the land which they knew so well how 
to cultivate. The starting of this colony, however, was a very expen-
sive affair in spite of the fact that the colonists purchased the land at 
two dollars an acre; they needed much more than raw land, and al-
though it was possible to collect the small sums necessary to sustain 
them during the hard time of the first two years, we were fully con-
vinced that undertakings of this sort could be conducted properly 
only by colonization societies such as England has established, or, 
better still, by enlarging the functions of the Federal Department of 
Immigration.  

An evening similar in purpose to the one devoted to the Italians 
was organized for the Germans, in our first year. Owing to the su-
perior education of our Teutonic guests and the clever leading of a 
cultivated German woman, these evenings reflected something of 
that cozy social intercourse which is found in its perfection in the 
fatherland. Our guests sang a great deal in the tender minor of the 
German folksong or in the rousing spirit of the Rhine, and they 
slowly but persistently pursued a course in German history and lit-
erature, recovering something of that poetry and romance which 
they had long since resigned with other good things. We found 
strong family affection between them and their English-speaking 
children, but their pleasures were not in common, and they seldom 
went out together. Perhaps the greatest value of the Settlement to 
them was in placing large and pleasant rooms with musical facilities 
at their disposal, and in reviving their almost forgotten enthusi-
asms. I have seen sons and daughters stand in complete surprise as 
their mother’s knitting needles softly beat time to the song she was 
singing, or her worn face turned rosy under the hand-clapping as 
she made an old-fashioned curtsy at the end of a German poem. It 
was easy to fancy a growing touch of respect in her children’s man-
ner to her, and a rising enthusiasm for German literature and remi-
niscence on the part of all the family, an effort to bring together the 
old life and the new, a respect for the older cultivation, and not 
quite so much assurance that the new was the best.  

This tendency upon the part of the older immigrants to lose the 
amenities of European life without sharing those of America has of-
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ten been deplored by keen observers from the home countries. 
When Professor Masurek of Prague gave a course of lectures in the 
University of Chicago, he was much distressed over the materialism 
into which the Bohemians of Chicago had fallen. The early immi-
grants had been so stirred by the opportunity to own real estate, an 
appeal perhaps to the Slavic land hunger, and their energies had be-
come so completely absorbed in money-making that all other inter-
ests had apparently dropped away. And yet I recall a very touching 
incident in connection with a lecture Professor Masurek gave at 
Hull-House, in which he had appealed to his countrymen to arouse 
themselves from this tendency to fall below their home civilization 
and to forget the great enthusiasm which had united them into the 
Pan-Slavic Movement. A Bohemian widow who supported herself 
and her two children by scrubbing, hastily sent her youngest child 
to purchase, with the twenty-five cents which was to have supplied 
them with food the next day, a bunch of red roses which she pre-
sented to the lecturer in appreciation of his testimony to the reality 
of the things of the spirit.  

An overmastering desire to reveal the humbler immigrant par-
ents to their own children lay at the base of what has come to be 
called the Hull-House Labor Museum. This was first suggested to 
my mind one early spring day when I saw an old Italian woman, her 
distaff against her homesick face, patiently spinning a thread by the 
simple stick spindle so reminiscent of all southern Europe. I was 
walking down Polk Street, perturbed in spirit, because it seemed so 
difficult to come into genuine relations with the Italian women and 
because they themselves so often lost their hold upon their Ameri-
canized children. It seemed to me that Hull-House ought to be able 
to devise some educational enterprise which should build a bridge 
between European and American experiences in such wise as to give 
them both more meaning and a sense of relation. I meditated that 
perhaps the power to see life as a whole is more needed in the im-
migrant quarter of a large city than anywhere else, and that the lack 
of this power is the most fruitful source of misunderstanding be-
tween European immigrants and their children, as it is between 
them and their American neighbors; and why should that chasm be-
tween fathers and sons, yawning at the feet of each generation, be 

made so unnecessarily cruel and impassable to these bewildered 
immigrants? Suddenly I looked up and saw the old woman with her 
distaff, sitting in the sun on the steps of a tenement house. She 
might have served as a model for one of Michelangelo’s Fates, but 
her face brightened as I passed and, holding up her spindle for me to 
see, she called out that when she had spun a little more yarn, she 
would knit a pair of stockings for her goddaughter. The occupation 
of the old woman gave me the clue that was needed. Could we not 
interest the young people working in the neighborhood factories in 
these older forms of industry, so that, through their own parents 
and grandparents, they would find a dramatic representation of the 
inherited resources of their daily occupation. If these young people 
could actually see that the complicated machinery of the factory had 
been evolved from simple tools, they might at least make a begin-
ning toward that education which Dr. Dewey defines as “a continu-
ing reconstruction of experience.” They might also lay a foundation 
for reverence of the past which Goethe declares to be the basis of all 
sound progress.  

My exciting walk on Polk Street was followed by many talks 
with Dr. Dewey and with one of the teachers in his school who was 
a resident at Hull-House. Within a month a room was fitted up to 
which we might invite those of our neighbors who were possessed 
of old crafts and who were eager to use them.  

We found in the immediate neighborhood at least four varieties 
of these most primitive methods of spinning and three distinct 
variations of the same spindle in connection with wheels. It was 
possible to put these seven into historic sequence and order and to 
connect the whole with the present method of factory spinning. The 
same thing was done for weaving, and on every Saturday evening a 
little exhibit was made of these various forms of labor in the textile 
industry. Within one room a Syrian woman, a Greek, an Italian, a 
Russian, and an Irishwoman enabled even the most casual observer 
to see that there is no break in orderly evolution if we look at his-
tory from the industrial standpoint; that industry develops similarly 
and peacefully year by year among the workers of each nation, 
heedless of differences in language, religion, and political experi-
ences.  
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And then we grew ambitious and arranged lectures upon indus-
trial history. I remember that after an interesting lecture upon the 
industrial revolution in England and a portrayal of the appalling 
conditions throughout the weaving districts of the north, which re-
sulted from the hasty gathering of the weavers into the new towns, 
a Russian tailor in the audience was moved to make a speech. He 
suggested that whereas time had done much to alleviate the first 
difficulties in the transition of weaving from hand work to steam 
power, that in the application of steam to sewing we are still in our 
first stages, illustrated by the isolated woman who tries to support 
herself by hand needlework at home until driven out by starvation, 
as many of the hand weavers had been.  

The historical analogy seemed to bring a certain comfort to the 
tailor, as did a chart upon the wall showing the infinitesimal amount 
of time that steam had been applied to manufacturing processes 
compared to the centuries of hand labor. Human progress is slow 
and perhaps never more cruel than in the advance of industry, but is 
not the worker comforted by knowing that other historical periods 
have existed similar to the one in which he finds himself, and that 
the readjustment may be shortened and alleviated by judicious ac-
tion; and is he not entitled to the solace which an artistic portrayal 
of the situation might give him? I remember the evening of the tai-
lor’s speech that I felt reproached because no poet or artist has en-
deared the sweaters’ victim to us as George Eliot has made us love 
the belated weaver, Silas Marner. The textile museum is connected 
directly with the basket weaving, sewing, millinery, embroidery, 
and dressmaking constantly being taught at Hull-House, and so far 
as possible with the other educational departments; we have also 
been able to make a collection of products, of early implements, and 
of photographs which are full of suggestion. Yet far beyond its di-
rect educational value, we prize it because it so often puts the immi-
grants into the position of teachers, and we imagine that it affords 
them a pleasant change from the tutelage in which all Americans, 
including their own children, are so apt to hold them. I recall a 
number of Russian women working in a sewing room near Hull-
House, who heard one Christmas week that the House was going to 
give a party to which they might come. They arrived one afternoon, 

when, unfortunately, there was no party on hand and, although the 
residents did their best to entertain them with impromptu music 
and refreshments, it was quite evident that they were greatly disap-
pointed. Finally it was suggested that they be shown the Labor Mu-
seum--where gradually the thirty sodden, tired women were trans-
formed. They knew how to use the spindles and were delighted to 
find the Russian spinning frame. Many of them had never seen the 
spinning wheel, which has not penetrated to certain parts of Russia, 
and they regarded it as a new and wonderful invention. They 
turned up their dresses to show their homespun petticoats; they 
tried the looms; they explained the difficulty of the old patterns; in 
short, from having been stupidly entertained, they themselves did 
the entertaining. Because of a direct appeal to former experiences, 
the immigrant visitors were able for the moment to instruct their 
American hostesses in an old and honored craft, as was indeed be-
coming to their age and experience.  

In some such ways as these have the Labor Museum and the 
shops pointed out the possibilities which Hull-House has scarcely 
begun to develop, of demonstrating that culture is an understanding 
of the long-established occupations and thoughts of men, of the arts 
with which they have solaced their toil. A yearning to recover for 
the household arts something of their early sanctity and meaning 
arose strongly within me one evening when I was attending a Pass-
over Feast to which I had been invited by a Jewish family in the 
neighborhood, where the traditional and religious significance of 
the woman’s daily activity was still retained. The kosher food the 
Jewish mother spread before her family had been prepared accord-
ing to traditional knowledge and with constant care in the use of 
utensils; upon her had fallen the responsibility to make all ready ac-
cording to Mosaic instructions that the great crisis in a religious 
history might be fittingly set forth by her husband and son. Aside 
from the grave religious significance in the ceremony, my mind was 
filled with shifting pictures of woman’s labor with which travel 
makes one familiar; the Indian women grinding grain outside of 
their huts as they sing praises to the sun and rain; a file of white-
clad Moorish women whom I had once seen waiting their turn at a 
well in Tangiers; south Italian women kneeling in a row along the 
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stream and beating their wet clothes against the smooth white 
stones; the milking, the gardening, the marketing in thousands of 
hamlets, which are such direct expressions of the solicitude and af-
fection at the basis of all family life.  

There has been some testimony that the Labor Museum has re-
vealed the charm of woman’s primitive activities. I recall a certain 
Italian girl who came every Saturday evening to a cooking class in 
the same building in which her mother spun in the Labor Museum 
exhibit; and yet Angelina always left her mother at the front door 
while she herself went around to a side door because she did not 
wish to be too closely identified in the eyes of the rest of the cook-
ing class with an Italian woman who wore a kerchief over her head, 
uncouth boots, and short petticoats. One evening, however, Ange-
lina saw her mother surrounded by a group of visitors from the 
School of Education who much admired the spinning, and she con-
cluded from their conversation that her mother was “the best stick-
spindle spinner in America.” When she inquired from me as to the 
truth of this deduction, I took occasion to describe the Italian vil-
lage in which her mother had lived, something of her free life, and 
how, because of the opportunity she and the other women of the vil-
lage had to drop their spindles over the edge of a precipice, they had 
developed a skill in spinning beyond that of the neighboring towns. 
I dilated somewhat on the freedom and beauty of that life--how hard 
it must be to exchange it all for a two-room tenement, and to give 
up a beautiful homespun kerchief for an ugly department store hat. I 
intimated it was most unfair to judge her by these things alone, and 
that while she must depend on her daughter to learn the new ways, 
she also had a right to expect her daughter to know something of 
the old ways.  

That which I could not convey to the child, but upon which my 
own mind persistently dwelt, was that her mother’s whole life had 
been spent in a secluded spot under the rule of traditional and nar-
rowly localized observances, until her very religion clung to local 
sanctities--to the shrine before which she had always prayed, to the 
pavement and walls of the low vaulted church--and then suddenly 
she was torn from it all and literally put out to sea, straight away 
from the solid habits of her religious and domestic life, and she now 

walked timidly but with poignant sensibility upon a new and 
strange shore.  

It was easy to see that the thought of her mother with any other 
background than that of the tenement was new to Angelina, and at 
least two things resulted; she allowed her mother to pull out of the 
big box under the bed the beautiful homespun garments which had 
been previously hidden away as uncouth; and she openly came into 
the Labor Museum by the same door as did her mother, proud at 
least of the mastery of the craft which had been so much admired.  

A club of necktie workers formerly meeting at Hull-House per-
sistently resented any attempt on the part of their director to im-
prove their minds. The president once said that she “wouldn’t be 
caught dead at a lecture,” that she came to the club “to get some fun 
out of it,” and indeed it was most natural that she should crave rec-
reation after a hard day’s work. One evening I saw the entire club 
listening to quite a stiff lecture in the Labor Museum and to my 
rather wicked remark to the president that I was surprised to see 
her enjoying a lecture, she replied that she did not call this a lecture, 
she called this “getting next to the stuff you work with all the time.” 
It was perhaps the sincerest tribute we have ever received as to the 
success of the undertaking.  

The Labor Museum continually demanded more space as it was 
enriched by a fine textile exhibit lent by the Field Museum, and 
later by carefully selected specimens of basketry from the Philip-
pines. The shops have finally included a group of three or four 
women, Irish, Italian, Danish, who have become a permanent work-
ing force in the textile department which has developed into a self-
supporting industry through the sale of its homespun products.  

These women and a few men, who come to the museum to utilize 
their European skill in pottery, metal, and wood, demonstrate that 
immigrant colonies might yield to our American life something 
very valuable, if their resources were intelligently studied and de-
veloped. I recall an Italian, who had decorated the doorposts of his 
tenement with a beautiful pattern he had previously used in carving 
the reredos of a Neapolitan church, who was “fired” by his landlord 
on the ground of destroying property. His feelings were hurt, not so 
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much that he had been put out of his house, as that his work had 
been so disregarded; and he said that when people traveled in Italy 
they liked to look at wood carvings but that in America “they only 
made money out of you.” 

Sometimes the suppression of the instinct of workmanship is fol-
lowed by more disastrous results. A Bohemian whose little girl at-
tended classes at Hull-House, in one of his periodic drunken spells 
had literally almost choked her to death, and later had committed 
suicide when in delirium tremens. His poor wife, who stayed a week 
at Hull-House after the disaster until a new tenement could be ar-
ranged for her, one day showed me a gold ring which her husband 
had made for their betrothal. It exhibited the most exquisite work-
manship, and she said that although in the old country he had been 
a goldsmith, in America he had for twenty years shoveled coal in a 
furnace room of a large manufacturing plant; that whenever she saw 
one of his “restless fits,” which preceded his drunken periods, “com-
ing on,” if she could provide him with a bit of metal and persuade 
him to stay at home and work at it, he was all right and the time 
passed without disaster, but that “nothing else would do it.” This 
story threw a flood of light upon the dead man’s struggle and on the 
stupid maladjustment which had broken him down. Why had we 
never been told? Why had our interest in the remarkable musical 
ability of his child blinded us to the hidden artistic ability of the fa-
ther? We had forgotten that a long-established occupation may 
form the very foundations of the moral life, that the art with which 
a man has solaced his toil may be the salvation of his uncertain tem-
perament. 

There are many examples of touching fidelity to immigrant par-
ents on the part of their grown children; a young man who day after 
day attends ceremonies which no longer express his religious con-
victions and who makes his vain effort to interest his Russian Jew-
ish father in social problems; a daughter who might earn much more 
money as a stenographer could she work from Monday morning till 
Saturday night, but who quietly and docilely makes neckties for low 
wages because she can thus abstain from work Saturdays to please 
her father; these young people, like poor Maggie Tulliver, through 

many painful experiences have reached the conclusion that pity, 
memory, and faithfulness are natural ties with paramount claims.  

This faithfulness, however, is sometimes ruthlessly imposed 
upon by immigrant parents who, eager for money and accustomed 
to the patriarchal authority of peasant households, hold their chil-
dren in a stern bondage which requires a surrender of all their 
wages and concedes no time or money for pleasures.  

There are many convincing illustrations that this parental 
harshness often results in juvenile delinquency. A Polish boy of sev-
enteen came to Hull-House one day to ask a contribution of fifty 
cents “towards a flower piece for the funeral of an old Hull-House 
club boy.” A few questions made it clear that the object was ficti-
tious, whereupon the boy broke down and half-defiantly stated that 
he wanted to buy two twenty-five cent tickets, one for his girl and 
one for himself, to a dance of the Benevolent Social Twos; that he 
hadn’t a penny of his own although he had worked in a brass foun-
dry for three years and had been advanced twice, because he always 
had to give his pay envelope unopened to his father; “just look at the 
clothes he buys me” was his concluding remark.  

Perhaps the girls are held even more rigidly. In a recent investi-
gation of two hundred working girls it was found that only five per 
cent had the use of their own money and that sixty-two per cent 
turned in all they earned, literally every penny, to their mothers. It 
was through this little investigation that we first knew Marcella, a 
pretty young German girl who helped her widowed mother year af-
ter year to care for a large family of younger children. She was con-
tent for the most part although her mother’s old-country notions of 
dress gave her but an infinitesimal amount of her own wages to 
spend on her clothes, and she was quite sophisticated as to proper 
dressing because she sold silk in a neighborhood department store. 
Her mother approved of the young man who was showing her vari-
ous attentions and agreed that Marcella should accept his invitation 
to a ball, but would allow her not a penny toward a new gown to 
replace one impossibly plain and shabby. Marcella spent a sleepless 
night and wept bitterly, although she well knew that the doctor’s 
bill for the children’s scarlet fever was not yet paid. The next day as 
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she was cutting off three yards of shining pink silk, the thought 
came to her that it would make her a fine new waist to wear to the 
ball. She wistfully saw it wrapped in paper and carelessly stuffed 
into the muff of the purchaser, when suddenly the parcel fell upon 
the floor. No one was looking and quick as a flash the girl picked it 
up and pushed it into her blouse. The theft was discovered by the 
relentless department store detective who, for “the sake of example,” 
insisted upon taking the case into court. The poor mother wept bit-
ter tears over this downfall of her “frommes Mädchen” and no one 
had the heart to tell her of her own blindness.  

I know a Polish boy whose earnings were all given to his father 
who gruffly refused all requests for pocket money. One Christmas 
his little sisters, having been told by their mother that they were 
too poor to have any Christmas presents, appealed to the big 
brother as to one who was earning money of his own. Flattered by 
the implication, but at the same time quite impecunious, the night 
before Christmas he nonchalantly walked through a neighboring 
department store and stole a manicure set for one little sister and a 
string of beads for the other. He was caught at the door by the 
house detective as one of those children whom each local depart-
ment store arrests in the weeks before Christmas at the daily rate of 
eight to twenty. The youngest of these offenders are seldom taken 
into court but are either sent home with a warning or turned over 
to the officers of the Juvenile Protective Association. Most of these 
premature law breakers are in search of Americanized clothing and 
others are only looking for playthings. They are all distracted by 
the profusion and variety of the display, and their moral sense is 
confused by the general air of openhandedness.  

These disastrous efforts are not unlike those of many younger 
children who are constantly arrested for petty thieving because they 
are too eager to take home food or fuel which will relieve the dis-
tress and need they so constantly hear discussed. The coal on the 
wagons, the vegetables displayed in front of the grocery shops, the 
very wooden blocks in the loosened street paving are a challenge to 
their powers to help out at home. A Bohemian boy who was out on 
parole from the old detention home of the Juvenile Court itself, 
brought back five stolen chickens to the matron for Sunday dinner, 

saying that he knew the Committee were “having a hard time to fill 
up so many kids and perhaps these fowl would help out.” The hon-
est immigrant parents, totally ignorant of American laws and mu-
nicipal regulations, often send a child to pick up coal on the railroad 
tracks or to stand at three o’clock in the morning before the side 
door of a restaurant which gives away broken food, or to collect 
grain for the chickens at the base of elevators and standing cars. 
The latter custom accounts for the large number of boys arrested 
for breaking the seals on grain freight cars. It is easy for a child thus 
trained to accept the proposition of a junk dealer to bring him bars 
of iron stored in freight yards. Four boys quite recently had thus 
carried away and sold to one man two tons of iron.  

Four fifths of the children brought into the Juvenile Court in 
Chicago are the children of foreigners. The Germans are the great-
est offenders, Polish next. Do their children suffer from the excess 
of virtue in those parents so eager to own a house and lot? One of-
ten sees a grasping parent in the court, utterly broken down when 
the Americanized youth who has been brought to grief clings as 
piteously to his peasant father as if he were still a frightened little 
boy in the steerage.  

Many of these children have come to grief through their prema-
ture fling into city life, having thrown off parental control as they 
have impatiently discarded foreign ways. Boys of ten and twelve 
will refuse to sleep at home, preferring the freedom of an old brew-
ery vault or an empty warehouse to the obedience required by their 
parents, and for days these boys will live on the milk and bread 
which they steal from the back porches after the early morning de-
livery. Such children complain that there is “no fun” at home. One 
little chap who was given a vacant lot to cultivate by the City Gar-
den Association insisted upon raising only popcorn and tried to pre-
sent the entire crop to Hull-House “to be used for the parties,” with 
the stipulation that he would have “to be invited every single time.” 
Then there are little groups of dissipated young men who pride 
themselves upon their ability to live without working and who de-
spise all the honest and sober ways of their immigrant parents. 
They are at once a menace and a center of demoralization. Certainly 
the bewildered parents, unable to speak English and ignorant of the 
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city, whose children have disappeared for days or weeks, have often 
come to Hull-House, evincing that agony which fairly separates the 
marrow from the bone, as if they had discovered a new type of suf-
fering, devoid of the healing in familiar sorrows. It is as if they did 
not know how to search for the children without the assistance of 
the children themselves. Perhaps the most pathetic aspect of such 
cases is their revelation of the premature dependence of the older 
and wiser upon the young and foolish, which is in itself often re-
sponsible for the situation because it has given the children an un-
due sense of their own importance and a false security that they can 
take care of themselves.  

On the other hand, an Italian girl who has had lessons in cook-
ing at the public school will help her mother to connect the entire 
family with American food and household habits. That the mother 
has never baked bread in Italy--only mixed it in her own house and 
then taken it out to the village oven--makes all the more valuable 
her daughter’s understanding of the complicated cooking stove. The 
same thing is true of the girl who learns to sew [Page 254]  in the 
public school, and more than anything else, perhaps, of the girl who 
receives the first simple instruction in the care of little children--
that skillful care which every tenement-house baby requires if he is 
to be pulled through his second summer. As a result of this teaching 
I recall a young girl who carefully explained to her Italian mother 
that the reason the babies in Italy were so healthy and the babies in 
Chicago were so sickly, was not, as her mother had firmly insisted, 
because her babies in Italy had goat’s milk and her babies in Amer-
ica had cow’s milk, but because the milk in Italy was clean and the 
milk in Chicago was dirty. She said that when you milked your own 
goat before the door, you knew that the milk was clean, but when 
you bought milk from the grocery store after it had been carried for 
many miles in the country, you couldn’t tell whether it was fit for 
the baby to drink until the men from the City Hall who had watched 
it all the way said that it was all right.  

Thus through civic instruction in the public schools, the Italian 
woman slowly became urbanized in the sense in which the word 
was used by her own Latin ancestors, and thus the habits of her en-
tire family were modified. The public schools in the immigrant 

colonies deserve all the praise as Americanizing agencies which can 
be bestowed upon them, and there is little doubt that the fast-
changing curriculum in the direction of the vacation-school experi-
ments will react more directly upon such households.  

It is difficult to write of the relation of the older and most for-
eign-looking immigrants to the children of other people--the Ital-
ians whose fruit-carts are upset simply because they are “dagoes,” or 
the Russian peddlers who are stoned and sometimes badly injured 
because it has become a code of honor in a gang of boys to thus ex-
press their derision. The members of a Protective Association of 
Jewish Peddlers organized at Hull-House related daily experiences 
in which old age had been treated with such irreverence, cherished 
dignity with such disrespect, that a listener caught the passion of 
Lear in the old texts, as a platitude enunciated by a man who dis-
covers in it his own experience thrills us as no unfamiliar phrases 
can possibly do. The Greeks are filled with amazed rage when their 
very name is flung at them as an opprobrious epithet. Doubtless 
these difficulties would be much minimized in America, if we faced 
our own race problem with courage and intelligence, and these very 
Mediterranean immigrants might give us valuable help. Certainly 
they are less conscious than the Anglo-Saxon of color distinctions, 
perhaps because of their traditional familiarity with Carthage and 
Egypt. They listened with respect and enthusiasm to a scholarly 
address delivered by Professor Du Bois at Hull-House on a Lin-
coln’s birthday, with apparently no consciousness of that race differ-
ence which color seems to accentuate so absurdly, and upon my re-
turn from various conferences held in the interest of “the advance-
ment of colored people,” I have had many illuminating conversa-
tions with my cosmopolitan neighbors.  

The celebration of national events has always been a source of 
new understanding and companionship with the members of the 
contiguous foreign colonies not only between them and their 
American neighbors but between them and their own children. One 
of our earliest Italian events was a rousing commemoration of Gari-
baldi’s birthday, and his imposing bust, presented to Hull-House 
that evening, was long the chief ornament of our front hall. It called 
forth great enthusiasm from the connazionali whom Ruskin calls, 
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not the “common people” of Italy, but the “companion people” be-
cause of their power for swift sympathy.  

A huge Hellenic meeting held at Hull-House, in which the 
achievements of the classic period were set forth both in Greek and 
English by scholars of well-known repute, brought us into a new 
sense of fellowship with all our Greek neighbors. As the mayor of 
Chicago was seated upon the right hand of the dignified senior 
priest of the Greek Church and they were greeted alternately in the 
national hymns of America and Greece, one felt a curious sense of 
the possibility of transplanting to new and crude Chicago some of 
the traditions of Athens itself, so deeply cherished in the hearts of 
this group of citizens.  

The Greeks indeed gravely consider their traditions as their 
most precious possession and more than once in meetings of protest 
held by the Greek colony against the aggressions of the Bulgarians 
in Macedonia, I have heard it urged that the Bulgarians are trying 
to establish a protectorate, not only for their immediate advantage, 
but that they may claim a glorious history for the “barbarous coun-
try.” It is said that on the basis of this protectorate, they are already 
teaching in their schools that Alexander the Great was a Bulgarian 
and that it will be but a short time before they claim Aristotle him-
self, an indignity the Greeks will never suffer!  

To me personally the celebration of the hundredth anniversary 
of Mazzini’s birth was a matter of great interest. Throughout the 
world that day Italians who believed in a United Italy came to-
gether. They recalled the hopes of this man who, with all his devo-
tion to his country was still more devoted to humanity and who 
dedicated to the workingmen of Italy, an appeal so philosophical, so 
filled with a yearning for righteousness, that it transcended all na-
tional boundaries and became a bugle call for “The Duties of Man.” 
A copy of this document was given to every school child in the pub-
lic schools of Italy on this one hundredth anniversary, and as the 
Chicago branch of the Society of Young Italy marched into our 
largest hall and presented to Hull-House an heroic bust of Mazzini, 
I found myself devoutly hoping that the Italian youth, who have 
committed their future to America, might indeed become “the Apos-

tles of the fraternity of nations” and that our American citizenship 
might be built without disturbing these foundations which were laid 
of old time. 
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